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Face Brush
Small, easy-to-handle brush with gentle horsehair bristles. Great for face and
sensitive areas. 5" long. (Black)

Supreme 8qt Bucket

1-10

1-10

(Black, Navy, Burgundy, Green)

Velcro Restorer Brush
A handy tool for cleaning out hair and debris trapped in velcro closures. Works
great on all velcro to restore its effectiveness and give it new life. Try it on the
Velcro of blankets, training boots, sweats and a whole lot more. Has a great
ergonomic design and comes with a convenient pocket size comb to clean out
the wire brush when your done.

1-10

Boot Pulls
Wooden handles and forged one piece metal hooks to pull on your tall boots.
Very handy!
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Pepi-Coat Conditioner

11-15

Gives an instant sheen for that glistening show ring look, extra gentle on skin.

Portable 4 Hook Tack Rack
Two swivel hooks on top allow Rack to hang on a stall door, wall, fence, or trailer
door when traveling or at home. Four swivel hooks to hold your tack. Black only.
17" long, hook opening 1 7/8" wide. (Black)

Custom Made Spur Rowel Necklace

11-15

11-15

Custom made spur rowel necklace. You choose the stone colors.

Ultra® Neoprene Tail Wrap
Helpful in keeping horses from rubbing out their tail in the stall or trailer. Handy
when examining mares or for use in breeding procedures. 15". Hose or hand
wash to clean. Neoprene with vertical velcro closure. Black only.

11-15

Ultra Final Touch Shining Spray
The "Final Touch" in producing a million dollar shine in the show ring. A "best
seller" Ultra product worldwide for years! Extra gentle formula leaves coat,
mane and tail glistening with accentuated highlights.

16-20

Stall and Pasture Toy
Durable molded plastic ball with handle automatically re-inflates when squeezed.
Approximately 6" diameter. (Yellow, Red, Purple, Blue)
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Off The Cuff
Stay dry - whatever you are washing! Slides over your hand onto your wrist,
forming a water tight seal that keeps water from running down your arm; small
enough to stay out of your way but extremely effective! (Purple, Blue, Dark
Green, Lime Green, Red, Yellow)

16-20

Nylon Lead with Chain
Extra heavy single ply 1" nylon. 8' long with 24" brass plated chain. Colors:
navy, burgundy, green, black or red.

16-20

Easy-Up Box Fan Supports
Unique and completely portable hooks made to specifically hold square fans in
place on stall fronts at home or at shows. Fan rests inside both supports at
bottom and the tops of the supports hook over the wall. Holds up to a 6" wide
and 24" tall fan. Supports are not permanently attached to each other so they
can be placed at any distance needed for each other. Lightweight, strong metal
with chrome finish. Fan Supports sold in pairs.

16-20

Dura-Tech Deluxe Nylon Lunge Lines
Heavy duty flat nylon lunge lines. 1" wide x 30' long with rubber hand stop.
Available with 18" nickel plated chain and snap (#01768) or no chain with nickel
plated swivel snap. Green and burgundy stripe only.

16-20

Mosquito Mesh Fly Mask with Ears

• Sheer Protection - Extra fine screen mesh protects against the smallest
biting insects. This is the best bug protection you can provide for your horse.
• Durability - Smooth and flexible with considerable body... Mosquito Mesh
shapes itself to the horse. Extra fine screen mesh is extremely durable for most
turnout.
• Sun Protection - Open screen allows maximum airflow, while blocking 60%
of UV Rays. Stays cool, and does not heat up in the sun.
• Edges are bound with polar fleece to help seal entry from insects.
• Web straps with elastic attach with Velcro under jowl for snug and comfortable
fit.
Color: Baby Blue. Size: Cob, Full
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Replacement Back for Directors Chair
Double ply chair back to match our easy up chairs
Black, Green, Navy

21-25

Ultra Bit Cleaner and Freshener
A great new way to clean and disinfect your bits. Squeeze onto a towel and rub
over the entire bit. Formula will break up dried on saliva and disinfect bits
between uses, bits will shine like new again. Product will lather and suds up with
use. Does not need to be rinsed off. 32 Oz. Peppermint flavored.

21-25

Hagerty's Silversmith's Spray

Haggerty's is going to be your favorite way to clean silver. No need to
remove silver from leather to clean and polish. Dries clear if it gets on
leather, will not darken most leathers. Works super fast: spray on or wipe on,
wipe off with soft cloth or paper towel and buff. Dirt and tarnish come off
instantly-no muss, no fuss cleaning. Keep handy for touch-ups at shows.
14.5 oz.

26-30

Dura Tech Sureseat English Saddle Cover

This saddle covers does double duty - use as durable cover in the barn to keep
saddle clean, and use when riding in inclimate weather. Provides full saddle
coverage with rider aboard. Soft and packable to take with you on the trail.
Unique grippy seat cover makes a safe riding surface even in wet weather. Made
to fit most All Purpose or Close Contact saddles. Special top design with velcro
edges along sides of seat to allow stirrup leathers and irons to drop out for
unrestricted use when riding. Waterproof, heavy-duty PVC with reinforced
seams. (Black)

26-30

Dura-Tech Tail Bag Sleeve
This 6" wide durable nylon bag has no zipper to catch tail hairs. Tail slides easily
into the nylon lined bag and fastens at the top with a strap that snaps. Draw
string at bottom to keep tail clean. Colors: Navy, green or black.

26-30

Dura-Tech Mini Grooming Tote
Heavy duty 840D nylon tote is great for ring side touch ups or carrying your
grooming supplies from stall to stall at home. Inside separated into four pockets
for brushes or quart bottles. Sturdy, but soft flat bottom allows loaded tote to
set flat on the ground. (Black, Yellow, Purple, Navy)
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F.E.S. Black Steel Irons
Black steel fillis style irons with a nickel plated coating to help retard rust are
great for equitation classes as they are less obvious and blend with tall boots.
Sizes: 4¼", 4½", 4¾".

31-35

Dura Tech All Purpose Duffle
Great bag sized just right for many uses, from carrying your grooming supplies
to carrying on the plane for that weekend trip. Tough and durable 600D nylon.
Shoulder strap.21" long x 10" high x 10" deep. (Green, Royal, Red)

31-35

Lil Grooming Box
Compact, easy to handle molded plastic grooming box. Deep storage
compartment plus a small removable tray and snap down locks on the lid. Easy
to carry handle. Overall measurements: 8" tall x 13½" wide x 7" deep.

31-35

Muck Bucket

Tubs are made of highly durable polypropylene and guaranteed for one year. The
extra heavy polypropylene tub is built to take punishment with woven poly
handles.
Navy, Black

36-40

Leather CPR Cleaner & Conditioner
Cleans and conditions your leather in one easy step with no greasy residue.
Simply wipe it on and natural cleansers safely melt away dirt, grime and sweat
in seconds. The results are simply amazing. And now no more bending over and
searching for bottles of jars. The unique non-drip squeeze bottle will always be
at your finger tips and is refillable. 385 ml.
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Hunt Cap Case
Soft, roomy case protects your hunt cap and has enough space for gloves,
hairnets and related items. 420 denier nylon. (Navy, Green, Black, Red)

36-40

Easy Up Portable Saddle N' Pad Rack

Our very popular Saddle & Pad Rack is now available in a portable model to fit
in your trailer, on your show stall or fence! Heavy duty vinyl coated tubular
steel with adjustable width hanging hook. 24" L x 8" H

41-45

Wonder Whip 7½' Lunge Whip
All Wonder Whips have a thread covered fiberglass core for high stength. 7½"
stick. 8' lash with 12" popper offers more reach with less effort. Available in
Black, Blue, and Red. OS.

46-50

Hanging Groomer

Excellent design for home and on the road. Straps to hang just about
anywhere to keep everything you need right where you need it. Nylon mesh
pockets are roomy and hold your supplies securely. Solid back panel
constructed of tough 600 Denier Nylon. Black only. Not just for horse stuff get one for the dressing room in the trailer, too and maybe one for inside the
camper, too! 41" x 21" with ten pockets.

51-55

Tack Rack Case
Convenient 3 hook tack rack enclosed in a heavy duty nylon case to keep your
expensive tack clean and secure. Features adjustable shoulder strap, one
outside pocket and a full zipper closure for easy access. Rack can be removed
from cover for easy machine washing of cover. Looks great personalized with
your club or farm logo. Very popular gift and awards item. 17" x 32". (Black,
Red, Navy, Green)

51-55

Dura-Tech Waste Not Hay Bag
Flexible design made of durable 800 denier coated nylon that is non-toxic and
easily washed. The top is reinforced with a steel band for easy loading. Nylon
straps partition off the front feeding hole to keep hay loss to a minimum. A Dring is sewn to the back of the bag for a double end snap to secure the bag to
your stall to keep it from swinging around. Measures 27" H x 23" W and
expands 7" deep. Colors: Navy, green, red, burgundy or black
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Extra Long Garment Bag
Extra Long garment bag with front zippered pocket. 420 denier nylon. Hanger
not included. 24" w, 56" long. (Navy, Green, Black, Burgundy)

51-55

Deluxe Western Boot Bag
51-55

Fleece lined individual compartments. 420 denier nylon. (Navy, Black)

Dura-Tech Folding Table
Pop-up table with 2 cup holders. Folds into convenient carrying case. 20" x 20"
top surface. Stands 17" tall. (Green, Navy)

51-55

Stool Box
It’s a stool, it’s a box - it’s both! Large enough to hold what you need. Tall
enough to use for brushing, braiding or mounting. Durable molded plastic,
features 2 removable trays - one for small items and one for larger brushes and
grooming supplies. Treaded top for traction and wide set feet for stability. Carry
handle folds flush with lid surface. Lid secures with snap down lock. Grey with
red trays. Outer measurements: 10" tall x 16" wide. Tray compartment: 9½"
deep x 12½" wide.

56-60

Western Single Hat Can

A lightweight molded, durable single hat case with adjustable brackets for a
snug fit. Hat rests on tabs only. Crown and brim are fully protected. (Light
Pink, Yellow, Purple, Orange, Lime, Teal, Hot Pink, Light Blue, Black)

56-60

Dura-Tech Stall Front Horsewear Bag
Keep your blankets, sheets, and coolers accessible! Zippered blanket
compartment measures 35™ wide x 24™ tall x 12™ deep. Nylon straps with
easy release buckles make hanging simple. (Black, Navy, Hunter)
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Sleezy Barb Blanket Guard
Tired of those blanket rub marks on your horse's shoulders, mane and withers?
Our horse shoulder guard protects the shoulder and wither area against blanket
chafing and helps prevent hair loss.
This deluxe horse shoulder guard is made from the finest four-way stretch
85%nylon/15%lycra available. Form fitting and comfortable while allowing for
total freedom of movement. Use it once and you'll never blanket your horse
again without one.

66-70

Folding Wheel Barrow

Lightweight, small but durable cart with steel frame and vinyl tub. 6" pneumatic
tire rolls easily over terrain. Holds up to 80 lbs, folds flat for storage. 30" long x
17" wide x 12" deep

66-70

Deluxe English Boot Bag
71-75

Fleece lined individual compartments. 420 denier nylon. (Navy, Green,
Burgundy, Black)
Dura-Tech Show Accessory Bag
Convenient way to store and protect your necklaces, bracelets, earrings, chains,
throatlatches, conchos or any other small valuables. 6 necklace/chain keepers, 9
pockets for earrings or conchos and 2 large quilted pockets perfect for your
makeup or other accessories. 16" tall x 12" wide x 3½" deep. (Navy, Green,
Black)

71-75

Deluxe Clipper Case
Made especially for your clippers and accessories. Opens flat to hang anywhere
keeping your supplies handy. Multiple pockets hold clippers, blades, chargers,
batteries and small tools. Elastic bands to hold canned or bottled clipping aids.
420D Nylon outer, soft quilted nylon lining. Protects your clipper investment.
12½" wide x 29" long x 6" deep. (Black)

71-75

Dura-Tech® E-Z View® Pad with Non-Glare Number
Pockets

The Dura-Tech® E-Z View® English Saddle Pad displays your number on each
side of the pad for the judge to see easily from the center or sides of the ring
(Velcro on number pockets). Quicker and easier than fastening a number to your
hunt coat. Holds 3 or 4 digit numbers that fit securely in pockets - won't flap and
spook horses. Machine washable (plastic pockets are removable). Pad comes
with one pair of plastic pockets and velcro opening on back seam for your gel
insert or lift pad. Hypo-allergenic synthetic white fleece, white quilted underside.
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Deluxe Tack Rack Case
Extra large capacity case for bridles, show halters and accessories. Easy to
hang up at shows, opens flat for easy access. Holds up to 6 English or Western
bridles with bits and reins attached, secured with Velcro straps. Quilted lining.
Zippered pocket inside for accessories. Padded shoulder strap. (Black, Navy,
Green)

81-85

Customized Wood Tray
Hand crafted wooden tray. It will include the circuit name and year burned into
the surface.

86-90

German Silver Equitation Spurs
All of our spurs are entirely hand forged and hand engraved. German Silver
Equitation 1½" Band, 3" Neck with rounded tip rowel.

86-90

English Saddle Case

Heavy-duty case to protect your saddle. Made of heavy-duty 420 denier,
lightly insulated triple-ply blanket material. Easy to load, unzips to open.
Nylon handles and adjustable web shoulder strap. (Black, Green, Navy)

91-95

Adjusta-Fit® Cutback Breathable DuraNylon®ClosedFront Sheet

Extra tough 420D BREATHABLE nylon. Smooth, slick finish to maintain a great
coat. Excellent for cool days or under blankets. Its breathability makes it
comfortable for all but the warmest weather. Made with generous depth to
provide full coverage. Cutback neck. Closed front. Leg strap style. Colors: Navy,
burgundy, red, green, black, purple, or royal. Sizes: 64, 68, 70, 72, 74, 76, 78,
80, 82 or 84.
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Sleezy by Sleezy Barb
Our exclusive design horse hood is made from the finest quality American-made
four-way stretch nylon/lycra available that resists tears and snagging. Every
horse slicker has been designed to provide the most comfortable fitting hood
your horse can wear while also providing for maximum body movement. Each
horse sleazy (horse slinky, horse mane tamer) comes with an adjustable
noseband with velcro closure, large eye holes that won't run up into your horse's
eyes, extra deep shoulder coverage and an easy-to-fasten elastic strap with a
sturdy ABS side-release buckle at the horse's girth. Not available with zipper.

96100

Supreme Western Pad Carrier
Keeps pads clean and dry between uses. Unique split design allows
Carrier to set on saddle rack over or under your saddle. Each side unzips all
around for easy load/unload. Pads secure inside with adjustable web strap.
Holds 4 or more Wool Rugs or 2 or heavier work Pads on each side. 23" H, 39"
L, expands to up to 8" Deep. Removable rigid spine lets you machine wash and
dry easily. Tough, breathable 420D Nylon with Nylon mesh around all edges,
reinforced web binding, stitching and handles. Padded, adjustable shoulder
strap. (Black, Green, Navy)

96100

Dura-Tech Stall Front Blanket/Grooming Bag
Keep your blankets, sheets, coolers, and grooming tools accessible! Eight mesh
pockets sized to neatly hold a variety of grooming products. Zippered blanket
compartment measures 35" wide x 22" tall x 12" deep. Four nylon straps with
easy release buckles make hanging simple. (Black, Navy, Hunter)

101105

Heavyweight Polar Fleece Square Cooler
Soft, 20 oz. Polar Fleece provides warmth of wool with excellent absorbency and
moisture transport. Web browband and ties at front and tail cord. Machine wash
and dry. (Sz. Medium 84x90, Large 90x96, Navy, Green, Burgundy, Black)

101105

Easy-Up Aluminum Folding Directors Chair
Great for shows. Lightweight, yet durable folding director chairs with heavyduty 1200D nylon seat and back. (Black, Navy, Green)

106110

Dura-Tech Waterproof/Breathable Multi-Purpose Carrier
If you have to travel with hay, you need this bag. Made of extremely durable
600D nylon that is waterproof and breathable to protect hay from weather and
help prevent excessive heat, lessening the risk of mold. No holes in this bag,
the breathable material makes the typical grommets used in other bags
unnecessary! Holds a full bale of hay! (Black, Navy, Green)
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Championship Award Robe
100% medium weight navy wool cooler. Wicks away moisture for greater
warmth. Navy blue with red and yellow "Championship" binding. Contour
coverage and velcro tabs for front closure. Underneath, a low set, adjustable
surcingle to keep wind and dust out. (Medium 70-78, Large 80-82, Navy w/ Red
and Yellow Binding)

111115

Zippered Sleezy by Sleezy Barb

Our exclusive design horse hood is made from the finest quality
American-made four-way stretch nylon/lycra available that resists tears and
snagging. Every horse slicker has been designed to provide the most
comfortable fitting hood your horse can wear while also providing for maximum
body movement. Each horse sleazy (horse slinky, horse mane tamer) comes
with an adjustable noseband with velcro closure, large eye holes that won't run
up into your horse's eyes, extra deep shoulder coverage and an easy-to-fasten
elastic strap with a sturdy ABS side-release buckle at the horse's girth.

116120

Double Western Hat Can Carrier

Lightweight (6.2#) molded double hat carrier stores hats in separate
compartments to provide excellent protection for your hats. Dimension: 17" X
15½" X 18". Black

116120

Mosquito Mesh Open Front Fly Sheet

Extra fine screen mesh. Smooth, flexible, lightweight and extremely durable.
Features V-Free fit with shaped pressure free wither, Adjusta-Fit for best fit at
the shoulders, fleece at withers and gussets for freedom of movement. The
shoulders and withers are lined with breathable nylon. Open front, bias urcingle,
detachable elastic leg straps and tail cover. 60% UV rating. A matching neck
cover and fly mask are available for additional protection. Color Baby Blue.
Fitted turnout covers the shoulder only up to the start of the mane leaving the
mane uncovered. (Sz. 68-86, Baby Blue)

121125

Customized Wood Tray with Your Horses Head
Hand crafted wooden tray. For this item you need to submit a head shot of your
horse it will be wood burned onto the tray, along with the circuit name, your age
group, and your horses name.
**THE ARTIST ONLY DOES HEAD AND SHOULDER * NO PEOPLE**
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Supreme Western Saddle Case
The unique shape covers and protects every part of your saddle. Fenders and
skirts maintain shape and can't rub against each other. Made of heavy duty 420
denier insulated triple ply blanket material. Easy to load. Simply move from
trailer rack to saddle stand. Detachable shoulder strap included. (Navy,
Burgundy, Green, Red, Black)

131135

Three Season Blanket
Is it a lightweight blanket, a lined sheet, a wearable cooler or a blanket liner?
The answer is yes. Schneiders created a multiple use blanket / sheet / liner /
cooler perfect for changing seasons and fluctuating temperatures.
• 420 denier breathable abrasion resistant nylon outercover
• Original cutback neck pattern.
• Adjusta-Fit system
• Legstrap style
• Deep V closed front.
Colors: Navy, burgundy, green or black.
Sizes: 60, 64, 68, 70, 72, 74, 76, 78, 80, 82, 84, 84.

131135

Poly-Tech™ Bellyband or Leg Strap Multi-Purpose Cover
Closed front bellyband style - excellent as a lightweight blanket, a liner under a
sheet or blanket, a fitted cooler or a shipping cover. Universal fit pattern with
partial cutback. Sewn closed front for less bulk. Fitted body with bellyband for
extra coverage and warmth. Unique bellyband fastening so neither straps nor
bellyband touch the ground. Adjusta-fit tabs for best fit at shoulder. Contour fit
at hindquarters. Color: Black. Sizes: 64, 68, 70, 72, 74, 76, 78, 80, 82, 84, 86.

131135

Easy-Up Rolling Basket with Removable Saddle Rack

Load up! Keep all your show and tack room supplies handy and mobile in this
new rolling cart with two large baskets and a top fitting saddle rack. Perfect for
home use, show tack rooms or wheel it on to your trailer for one day outings.
Sturdy center handle makes it easy to operate single handed. Hard rubber
wheels at rear with two front stabilizers. Made from black coated steel tubing
and heavy duty wire. Baskets are 20"x 14"x 7". Total height 45" Some assembly
required.
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**These items are not listed above in this catalog but will be available to purchase
with your earned points if desired.

T-Shirt w/ logo (All Colors) 16-20 points

Hooded Sweatshirt w/ logo 41-45 points

Plaque 21-25 points

Equine Chronicle Subscription (1 year) 66-70 points

Shorts w/ logo (All colors) 26-30 points
Sweatpants w/ logo (Red, Navy, Gray, and Black)
31-35 points
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Gift Card to Ways of the West or TSC

Amount based on points used

Trophy
Size based on points used

